89-Year-Old Advertiser Shows Envious Record of Expansion

Eighty-nine years have passed since the founding of the Daily Advertiser, by Wm. H. Bailey, in April of 1881. The history of this newspaper offersoins of interest, notable events in the city and surrounding areas, and the development of the city itself.
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The Daily Advertiser has been a pillar of the community, providing news and information to its readers for nearly a century. It has covered local news, reported on significant events, and showcased the growth and development of the city.
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89 years of service and dedication.

The Advertiser has played a vital role in the lives of its readers, offering not only news but also information on local events, businesses, and social happenings.

The Advertiser's record of expansion is one of envy, as it continues to grow and adapt to the ever-changing needs of its community.